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Abstract

This study aims to explore issues related to Islamic financial regulations in Turkey through the use of semi-structured interviews. A total of 12 respondents were involved, including regulators, members of the Central Advisory Board (CAB), the Advisory Board of Islamic Financial Institutions (IFIs), and managers from IFIs in Turkey. The results highlight consistent calls for the establishment of an act for the Participation finance industry. This act is seen as a means to ensure tax neutrality, reinforce norm hierarchy, prevent the imitation of conventional financial products, and mitigate Shari’ah non-compliance risk. Additionally, our empirical findings emphasise the importance of enhancing stakeholder engagement, clarifying roles, establishing a robust organizational structure, and enhancing transparency and independence for regulatory authorities. Improved regulatory governance is crucial for enhancing regulatory outcomes. Lastly, the study underscores the need for standardised guidelines for PFIs and emphasises the significance of their voluntary implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Turkey has a long history with the Islamic finance industry, known as Participation Finance, dating back to the 1980s. The market share of Participation Banks (PBs), which are Turkish Islamic banks, has grown from 2.4% (US$6.8 billion) in 2005 to 8.6% (US$57 billion) in 2022. In 2010, Kuveyt Türk Participation Bank introduced the first leasing certificate (Sukuk) facility, raising US$100 million in lease certificates. As of 2022, Sovereign Sukuk issuances totalled approximately US$8 billion, while Sukuk issuance by Participation Banks reached approximately US$9 billion. Although there were no Islamic funds a decade ago, the total number of Islamic investment and pension funds reached 93 in 2021, with a market share of 5.6% (US$16 billion)
in 2022. The private pension reform played a crucial role in the development of the Islamic fund market.

The establishment of state-owned Participation Finance Institutions and the development of a regulatory framework have been catalysts for the expansion of the Islamic finance industry over the last decade. While a special law for the Participation Finance Industry is currently unavailable, the Finance Office of the President of the Republic of Turkey (CBFO) has recently launched its Participation Finance Strategy Document, expressing Turkey’s willingness to establish a Participation Finance Act. The aim is to eliminate regulatory obstacles, facilitate the development of the Islamic financial system, and address the industry’s unique needs.

Turkey currently has a sophisticated regulatory framework for Participation Finance. The Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BRSA) regulates both participation and conventional banks under the same Banking Law and implementing regulations. The Capital Markets Board (CMB) regulates corporate Sukuk, while the Ministry of Treasury and Finance (MTF) regulates Sovereign Sukuk (lease certificates). Participation Insurance and Participation Pension Firms are regulated by the Insurance and Private Pension Regulation and Supervision Agency (IPPRSA).

Participation Finance Institutions in Turkey operate within a civil law system based on codified laws, with an emphasis on secularism in the constitution that leads to frequent avoidance of the use of Arabic and Shari’ah/Islamic terms for Islamic financial products and services. Consequently, the development of the Participation Finance Industry has faced challenges due to different interpretations of secularism in the constitution among political parties. This has led to debate among policymakers on creating a suitable and comprehensive legal and regulatory framework for the industry.

Thus, this study examines the development of legal and regulatory efforts in Turkey’s Participation Finance Industry by investigating current issues and challenges. The research objectives are achieved through semi-structured interviews conducted with 12 respondents including regulators, Islamic

finance experts, members of the Central Advisory Board (CAB), the Advisory Board of Participation Financial Institutions (PFIs), and managers from PFIs in Turkey. The empirical results highlight the need for increasing stakeholder involvement, improving role clarity, developing a robust organizational structure, enhancing transparency, and furthering independence to enhance regulatory governance in Participation finance. Additionally, there is a constant demand for a Participation Finance Act to ensure tax neutrality, strengthen the hierarchy of norms, prevent conventional financial product mimicry, and reduce Shari’ah non-compliance risk. The research also emphasises the importance of unified guidelines for PFIs and their voluntary implementation.

Islamic financial regulations play a vital role in the sustainable growth and stability of Islamic Financial Institutions (IFIs). As a result, there is a growing body of literature focusing on Islamic financial regulations in various countries, including Australia, Nigeria, Indonesia, the UAE, Mauritius, Malaysia, and South-eastern Europe.

Recently, Yaş and Aysan investigated issues and challenges regarding the new Shari’ah Governance Framework in Turkey. However, there is still limited literature on Islamic financial regulations in Turkey. Examining regulatory and
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legal issues in the Turkey provides valuable lessons and roadmaps for both Muslim minority and Muslim majority countries with a particular focus on secularism and ambitions to develop a legal and regulatory infrastructure for the Islamic finance industry as well as becoming hubs for it.

This study contributes to the existing literature in several ways. First, it investigates the most recent issues, challenges, and impacts of Participation Finance Regulations in Turkey, adding to the existing literature. Second, it is the first study of the regulatory and legal issues surrounding Islamic finance in Turkey to employ a qualitative method and use semi-structured elite interviews. Third, the study highlights the significant role of regulatory governance in Islamic financial regulations, which is a unique contribution. Finally, the study gathers data through perspectives of market participants and regulators regarding theoretical debates about Islamic financial regulation. This research fills a gap in the literature by investigating the development and understanding specific types, processes, and dimensions of Islamic financial regulations at the national and international levels.

This paper is structured as follows: Section two reviews the related literature. Section three presents the data and methodology. Section four discusses the findings on regulatory governance, the legal and regulatory framework, and international standards and regulations. Finally, section five presents the conclusions and policy recommendations.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A significant body of literature has focused on the importance of establishing a robust regulatory framework to mitigate risk of legal and Shari’ah non-compliance and ensure the sustainable growth of the Islamic finance industry. Kok, Akwei, Giorgioni, and Farquhar conducted semi-structured interviews, and the results indicated the need for a comprehensive regulatory framework governing the Islamic financial system.12

Similarly, Taktak and Zouari suggested that the Tunisian government should create a comprehensive regulatory framework for its Islamic financial industry, accompanied by special incentives to promote financial investment in Islamic finance.13 Uddin and Mohiuddin investigated the challenges of Islamic social
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finance in Bangladesh and found that a weak regulatory and policy environment had significantly hampered the true potential of Islamic finance. Mustapha et al. analysed the Shari’ah non-compliance risk in Nigeria’s Islamic banking industry and emphasised the need for tailored Shari’ah-based regulations, as well as corresponding governance and oversight, to ensure legally safe and Shari’ah-compliant Islamic finance practices there.

Many researchers highlight the importance of harmonizing Islamic finance standards and regulations to foster the global development of the industry. Smolo and Habibovic argue that cross-border transactions face obstacles due to disagreements among Shari’ah scholars on fundamental rules and principles. Although organizations like AAOIFI, IFSB, and IIFM aim to address this issue, there is still room for improvement. Similarly, Kok et al. contend that nuanced regional interpretations of Shari’ah create barriers to harmonization. Similarly, Ahmed, Mohamad, and Kashi emphasis that the internationalisation of Islamic finance markets necessitates the adoption of consistent, harmonised, and stringent regulatory standards.

There is a crucial debate surrounding whether harmonised standards in Islamic financial practices hinder innovation within the industry. Empirical evidence from Kok et al. suggests that complete standardisation may be unfavourable as it could stifle innovation and continuous improvement in the Islamic finance industry. Taktak and Zouari also argue that major sub-sectors of Islamic finance should be developed to provide customers with a wide range of financial services and Shari’ah-compliant investment products. Jusic and Ismail discuss that legal reforms should reduce the costs associated with financial innovation in equity-based Islamic financial products.

Several scholars have examined the relationship between regulations and taxation in Islamic finance. Uddin and Mohiuddin and Ahmad and Hassan
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highlight that the trade and asset-based nature of Islamic financial products often leads to double taxation or unfair taxation of Islamic financial products and institutions.\(^\text{22}\) Therefore, Ahmed, Mohamad, and Kashi suggest that the enforcement of a uniform tax framework is essential to ensure fair competition between conventional and Islamic financial institutions.\(^\text{23}\)

**III. DATA AND METHODOLOGY**

The study investigates the issues and challenges related to the legal and regulatory framework of the Participation Finance Industry in Turkey. A qualitative case study approach was employed to achieve the research objective. The use of a qualitative method allows researchers to understand the motivations, reasons, and actions that quantitative data may fail to capture (Myers, 2019). In this study, the qualitative method was chosen for its potential to generate comprehensive explanations and discussions concerning the expected functions of the legal and regulatory framework for the Participation finance industry in Turkey.

Semi-structured questions were utilised during the interview sessions to explore the roles and functions of Participation Finance Regulations in Turkey. Similar methods have been employed by Alam et al., Taktak and Zouari, Kok et al., Oseni, and Uddin and Mohiuddin to investigate issues and challenges related to Islamic finance standards and regulations. The semi-structured questions focused on issues and challenges regarding the legal and regulatory framework for the Participation finance industry, regulatory governance, and relations with international standard-setting bodies. Employing semi-structured questions during the interviews facilitated open discussion between the researcher and participants, enabling a deeper understanding on the issues and challenges and generating recommendations for Participation Finance Regulations in Turkey.

Regarding the selection of interviewees, purposive sampling allowed researchers to choose the most relevant participants based on their knowledge.
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and capacity for addressing the research objectives. However, later on in the process, a few participants were added to the sample using the snowballing technique. Malterud, Siersma, and Guassora emphasised that the size of a sample with sufficiently relevant information is determined by the study’s goals, sample specificity, application of known theory, dialogue quality, and analysis approach.

Empirical studies have reached saturation with a range of 9-17. Considering the key stakeholders in the Islamic finance industry in Turkey, 12 participants for semi-structured interviews were deemed sufficient to capture the diversity, depth, and nuances of the legal and regulatory issues of Islamic finance in Turkey. The semi-structured interviews were conducted with 12 individuals, including members of the Advisory Board and Advisory Committees, managers from Participation Finance Institutions (PFIs), and regulatory bodies. The interviewees had direct involvements with PFIs, the legal and regulatory framework, regulatory governance, and international standard-setting bodies. Table 1 provides a detailed list of the interviewees and their affiliations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Participants ID</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Experience (Years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SP#1</td>
<td>Member of CAB and Ex-Executive Vice President</td>
<td>PBAT and Participation Bank</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RA#1</td>
<td>Head of Department</td>
<td>Regulatory Authority</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RA#2</td>
<td>Head of Department</td>
<td>Regulatory Authority</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RA#3</td>
<td>Senior Expert</td>
<td>Regulatory Authority</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M#1</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>Participation Bank</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M#2</td>
<td>Board of Director</td>
<td>Participation Bank</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M#3</td>
<td>Head of Department</td>
<td>Participation Insurance</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>E#1</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Borsa Istanbul</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>E#2</td>
<td>Head of Department</td>
<td>CBFO</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>E#3</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>PBAT</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviews lasted between 45 and 70 minutes. Prior to the interviews, the respondents were consented to recording. It was assured that their identities would remain anonymous and would not be disclosed publicly. To protect the privacy of the interviewees, code names were used, such as “RA” (regulatory authority) for regulators from CMB, BRSA, and IPRRSA, “SP” (Shari’ah practitioners) for members of Advisory Committees and CAB, “M” (Managers) for managers of Participation Finance Institutions, and “E” (Experts) for Islamic finance experts from CBFO, Borsa Istanbul, and PBAT.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Regulatory Governance
1. Role Clarity
Role clarity is critical for regulatory bodies to comprehend and efficiently fulfil their functions. A regulator’s role should be clearly defined in terms of their objectives, functions, and coordination with other authorities. There can be disharmony among regulatory bodies and a lack of clarity with regard to their roles and responsibilities among them to certain extent. The interviews indicated that regulatory authorities should carefully identify potential overlaps and gaps with other regulators and provide a clear procedure through healthy communication with other regulatory bodies for improving outcomes of regulatory decisions. RA#1 stated that:

The impact of regulations extends beyond a single legislation, often involving multiple institutions responsible for each legislation. Consequently, collaborative efforts among these institutions are imperative to reach joint decisions. However, in our country, there is a tendency for individuals or institutions to claim credit for the work of others, leading to the possibility of neglecting the contributions and concerns of other institutions. This fragmented approach to task management poses several challenges. It can result in the emergence of new problems or the failure to address existing ones when developing standards. Consequently, revising these standards at a later stage becomes an additional challenge. [RA#1]

2. Organizational Structure
Interviewees were quick to point out that an organisational structure for regulatory bodies is essential for the development of robust Participation Finance Standards and Regulations. It is implausible to expect all regulatory staff to be involved in Participation Finance Regulations due to the distinct

characteristics of PFIs. Therefore, interviewees (RA#1 and RA#2) suggested that developing standards and regulations explicitly for PFIs, should be the responsibility of specific staff in the regulatory authorities to reduce overlaps and regulatory burdens. However, there were polarised opinions on the matter of whether a distinct department for Participation Finance should be established within each regulatory body or not. RA#3 summarised that:

Islamic capital markets are regarded as a cross-cutting issue and hence, there is no specific/single department on Participation finance regulation and supervision at the CMB. However, in the related departments, some staff spend more time on this area when compared to their colleagues. So, it has not been considered necessary to form a separate organizational unit for Participation finance regulation and supervision at the CMB. [RA#3]

RA#2 added that:
in 2021, the Participation Finance Department was established in the CBFO and the Central Bank. In addition, the opening of this unit in other regulatory institutions came to the fore. This is a good practice, and I expressed my views in 2015 that Participation finance departments should be established in other regulatory bodies as well. [RA#2]

In establishing a Participation Finance Department, one interviewee highlighted that a satisfactory budget and appointment of qualified experts are necessary for a well-functioning department. E#1 stated:

During the Karadağ period, Islamic finance came to the fore in the corporate vision, but over time, the department was removed from the vision. At that time, the Islamic finance department was established, but its budget and staff were weak. It lasted 3-5 months and then dissipated. [E#1]"

3. Transparency and Independence

The findings align with previous literature, and emphasise the importance of enhancing transparency and independence in decision-making processes. Interviewees provide important insides regarding the complex relation among political appointments, transparency, and independence of regulatory bodies. SP#2 clarified that:

On occasion, significant regulations, such as those concerning the establishment of the CAB, are crafted in a secretive manner, lacking in transparency with a weak legal foundation. [SP#2]
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M#1 added:
The PBAT’s Central Advisory Board holds a unique position. Its formation is influenced by political factors, as the central authority designates its members. The BRSA is currently involved in the appointment process. However, the CAB lacks diverse perspectives and representation from different opinions and sects such as the Hanafi and Shafii schools of thought. The inclusion of diverse opinions is crucial for improved governance. Unfortunately, appointments made solely by central authorities can impede the desired diversity. [M#1]

SP#3 specified that:
The PBAT is responsible for making the appointment, as the BRSA lacks the authority to do so. However, the BRSA does have the authority to grant approval. Nevertheless, the BRSA states, “You must appoint these individuals and not others.” This scenario entails a political appointment, which may lead to various drawbacks when politics becomes overly involved in decision-making within a particular organisation or position. [SP#3]

Interviewees (SP#2, SP#3, and M#1) expressed that political appointments in regulatory bodies deteriorate regulatory governance and institutional performance. Miller also showed that programmes managed by political appointees are associated with lower performance scores than programmes managed by career professionals. Thus, political patronage within these bodies hampers transparency and independence, raising obstacles to the establishment of a robust regulatory framework for Participation Finance.

4. Engagement
Regulators need to systematically engage with the stakeholders through institutionalised procedures and mechanisms consistent with transparent practices. The interviews highlighted the needs for greater engagement with stakeholders to improve the operation and outcomes of the regulatory bodies. Specifically:

(Developing Standards and Regulations for the participatory financial sector) Has to be a policy of the state. The more its stakeholders are engaged, the faster the sector will develop. Not only with the participation
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of academicians and the sector. This work should be owned and led by the state and regulatory institutions. [M#2]

RA#1 added that:

The practice of making legislation without healthy consultation has occurred recently. [RA#1]

Secondly, regulatory capture presents a significant challenge for the effective governance of the financial sector. Two interviewees (RA#2 and M#1) also voiced concerns about regulatory capture. Thus, they proposed enhancing engagement mechanisms to mitigate potential conflicts of interest among stakeholders and to address the perception that a regulatory body may be influenced by special interests.

Sometimes regulations can be implemented without prior consultation with relevant stakeholders. For instance, there have been cases where concerns regarding tax abuse by participation banks led to sudden changes in the leasing transaction tax, increasing it from 1% to 18%. Unfortunately, many stakeholders became aware of this significant alteration through official gazette notifications, without prior engagement or consultation. [RA#2].

Embracing a democratic approach is crucial in the development of standards and regulations. In certain cases, adopting person-oriented approaches has resulted in the creation of unique standards and regulations that primarily benefit specific institutions and individuals within the participation banking sector in Turkey. [M#1]

5. Decision Making and Predictability
Embracing a decision-making model by clear allocation of decision-making and other responsibilities within an organizational structure is to ensure robust and predictable regulatory decisions. However, the findings suggest that adopting a realistic decision-making model is more appropriate for expediting the implementation of regulations and standards, as well as addressing the immediate needs of PFIs. This approach proves more effective than relying on a relatively idealistic decision-making model during the initial stages. SP#2 addressed this stating that:

It is imperative to develop a methodology of standardisation that guides the process. One approach would be to conduct a comprehensive

standardisation workshop spanning a year, aimed at addressing the “How” and “What” aspects of standard issuance. The starting point should involve acknowledging existing practices, despite the inherent challenges. Failure to account for these practices may result in the release of unrealistic standards that do not align with the realities of the industry, essentially creating a utopian standard. [SP#2]

E#2 added that:
Turkey boasts world-class experts and academics who possess the necessary expertise to draft standards and regulations. However, a well-defined institutional process is crucial to ensure the acceptance of these standards and regulations by the relevant authorities. It is worth noting that while the standard publishing process in Turkey typically takes three months, it can extend to two to three years within the IFSB. Therefore, careful consideration should be given to determine a reasonable timeframe for the development and implementation of these standards, addressing the question of “How long should a reasonable time be?” [E#2]

E#3 also stated that:
Regulations ought to be developed through adherence to a project calendar that incorporates inter-institutional coordination. [E#3]

B. Legal and Regulatory Framework
1. The Constitution of the Republic of Turkey and its Compatibility with Islamic Law
Legal foundations and their ability to adopt and implement Islamic law are crucial matters for the development of a robust regulatory framework and sustainable growth of Islamic finance industry.38 The Turkish Constitution stands as the highest legal authority in the nation, complemented by primary legislation embodied in Acts of Parliament, as well as subsidiary regulations or guidelines established by the statutory bodies to implement the Acts of Parliament. While the principles of Turkish secularism and the division between state and religion were initially introduced in the 1937 constitution,
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the emphasis on laicism intensified leading up to the constitution of 1982, following a period marked by military rule.

The question of secularism has long been a subject of contention in Turkey due to the absence of clearly defined parameters for laicism within the constitutional framework. While a strain of authoritarian secularism during the republican era until the 2000s interpreted laicism as the preservation of religious freedom coupled with the exclusion of religion from the public domain, the approach to secularism and religious liberty adopted by the AKP (Justice and Development Party) has engendered increased prominence of religious communities and institutions within the public sphere. During the 1980s and 1990s, Islamic banks functioned as Special Finance Institutions (SFIs), whereas after 2005, they transitioned into Participation banks along with augmented government involvement in the Islamic finance industry. Consequently, a respondent (SP#3) asserts that the divergent interpretations of secularism within the Turkish constitution by different political parties result in either a conducive or inhibitory legal landscape for the advancement of the Participation finance industry. Specifically:

From 1993 to 2003, Islamic banks faced numerous challenges, including the prohibition of bank branching, the imposition of various obstacles, the exclusion of participation banks from public tenders, non-acceptance of their checks and bills, and the cessation of credit lines. However, subsequent to 2005, these issues were effectively addressed, leading to a resolution of the problems. Furthermore, a noteworthy development occurred as the government assumed an active role in the sector. [SP#3]

While there exists a degree of flexibility for alternative interpretations of the constitution and legislative acts that could foster the expansion of the Participation Finance Industry, the presence of ambiguity within the constitution and laws occasionally hinders regulatory authorities from effectively responding to the legal challenges faced by the industry. This, in turn, impedes their ability to enact specific regulations aimed at addressing these challenges. RA#1 stated that:

The BRSA displays a sense of confusion. It acknowledges the potential challenges and complexities that may arise from creating regulations for Islamic finance and Shariah governance within the framework of a secular

The prevailing mindset among regulatory institutions exhibits a reluctance to proactively engage in the formulation of new legislation for the advancement of Participation finance, as they prefer to maintain their existing comfort zones and avoid involvement in such endeavours. [RA#1]

2. Islamic Finance Legal Framework as a Subset of the Conventional Framework
The legal framework governing Islamic finance in Turkey operates within the confines of the broader legal framework of conventional finance. Our research findings indicate the existence of a crucial debate surrounding the efficacy and adaptability of the current Islamic finance legal framework, which functions as a subset of the conventional framework, in effectively addressing the specific requirements of Participatory Financial Institutions (PFIs). Numerous participants emphasized the robustness of Turkey’s legal infrastructure, particularly in terms of its Commercial Code, Banking Law, Insurance Law, and Capital Markets Law.

However, the interviewees (RA#1, M#1, and E#3) frequently concurred that while the present legal framework may offer practicality, it is fundamentally inadequate for the comprehensive development and long-term sustainability of a fully operational Participation Finance System. One notable contributing factor to this observation is the lack of harmonisation in legal provisions, which fail to align with the inherent nature and unique characteristics of Islamic finance contracts. RA#1 specified that:

Our legal system does not pose any obstacles. We have the Code of Obligations, the Commercial Code, and the Insurance Law in place. These laws can accommodate exceptions if necessary. Alternatively, it is also feasible to develop a separate law. However, I maintain that the optimal approach lies in recognising exceptions within the relevant laws themselves. [RA#1]

M#1 agreed by stating that:

Turkey possesses a robust and all-encompassing Commercial Code. Given the impracticality of applying Islamic law directly in Turkey, a gateway is being established within the legal system. Currently, there is no government agency solely dedicated to addressing the needs of participation banks. [M#1]

E#3 added that:

While we operate under the provisions of the Commercial Code, it does not have an equivalent counterpart in Islamic law. Consequently,
we encounter instances of Shari’ah non-compliance. Recognising the challenges associated with amending existing laws, we are actively seeking alternative solutions to address these issues. [E#3]

M#3 likewise stated that:

Turkey has a well-established Insurance Law along with the codes of Commerce and Obligations. These laws do not pose barriers to Participation Insurance. Furthermore, there exists a Cooperatives Law that applies to the establishment of a Participation Insurance Company as a cooperative. However, many companies choose to transition to joint-stock companies after their initial establishment as cooperatives due to the incompatibility of the Cooperatives Law with Participation Insurance. The cooperation structure is more ideally suited for sectors such as agriculture and construction, in theory making it a more appropriate choice for Participation Insurance. [M#3]

Secondly, our finding reveals that regulatory bodies, ministers, and the parliament often resort to omnibus bills as means to address evident legal issues faced by PFIs, serving as interim measures until the establishment of a dedicated, robust, and comprehensive legislative infrastructure. However, this approach has resulted in an unstructured legal framework for PFIs, as these omnibus bills frequently fall short of addressing the necessary legal enhancements demanded by the industry. M#1 specified that:

Unfortunately, the challenges faced by Participation Banks have been historically addressed through the utilisation of omnibus bills—a fast but inherently weak method of providing solutions. Consequently, the legal infrastructure governing the sector has become fragmented and disorganized. It is imperative that a comprehensive and tailored law be enacted to meet the specific needs of the industry. [M#1]

SP#3 reiterated that:

The issuance of omnibus bills often leads to a state of disorder and disarray, reminiscent of a disorganised and chaotic assortment. [SP#3]

3. Non-Compliance with Islamic Principles
The challenge posed by the absence of a robust Shari’ah governance mechanism within the legislative infrastructure has garnered considerable attention in the realm of Islamic financial regulations literature. The establishment of an enhanced Shari’ah governance framework is widely recognised as a
critical component of a comprehensive Islamic regulatory framework. Two interviewees (SP#2 and RA#2) consistently emphasised that, within the Turkish legal system, the presence of underdeveloped laws, uncertainties surrounding Shari’ah governance, and issues of enforceability constitute significant legal gaps within the Participation Finance Sector. Although recent efforts have been made to enhance the Shari’ah governance mechanism in Turkey, these challenges persist. SP#2 stated that:

The Central Advisory Board for Shari’ah governance was established through a mention within a sentence of the BRSA regulation, with most of the specific details being determined by the decision of the Participation Banks Association of Turkey (PBAT). In essence, the establishment of the board occurred within a legal framework that could be perceived as fragile, akin to being connected by a thin thread to the existing laws. [SP#2]

Likewise, RA#2 indicated:

The current state of affairs in Turkey, shaped by the coup constitution, has resulted in certain challenges regarding the implementation of Shari’ah standards. As a consequence, the adoption and application of Shari’ah standards have remained discretionary rather than mandatory. [RA#2]

4. Conventional Financial Product Mimicry
A large body of literature argues that because Islamic financial institutions (IFIs) are subjected to the same legal framework as conventional financial institutions, there arises a significant concern that Islamic financial products and activities may closely resemble their conventional counterparts. This viewpoint is also strongly echoed by multiple interviewees. Interviewees (E#1, SP#3, and RA#2) assert that the resemblance of Islamic financial instruments to their conventional counterparts poses challenges in terms of accounting entries and taxation. Furthermore, the imitation of conventional financial instruments by Participation Financial Institutions (PFIs) raises doubts about the Islamic legitimacy of Participation Finance practices, thereby exacerbating Shari’ah non-compliance and reputational risks. RA#2 pointed out that:

When both Participation banks and conventional banks operate under the same legislative framework, they gradually lose their distinctiveness. An instance of this convergence was observed when a Participation bank was

found engaging in repo transactions. When questioned about this practice, they justified it by stating that the legislation permitted them to do so. [RA#2]

For another example, regarding accounting standards, SP#3 stated that:
The accounting standard employed in Islamic finance is International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). While IFRS utilises the term “interest” in its entries, Participation banks substitute it with “profit rate”. Additionally, for Wa’ad contracts, derivative entries are necessary. In essence, the terminology utilised in Islamic finance diverges from conventional practices. As a result, it becomes imperative that not only accounting standards but also all standards and regulations be tailored to reflect these differences. [SP#3]

Likewise, E#1 voiced concern that:
Our ability to engage in practices is constrained by the provisions explicitly stated in the Capital Market Law. While the Capital Market Law serves as a comprehensive legislative framework, it encounters challenges in terms of harmonisation with standards. This raises the question of whether the financial products should conform to the existing laws or if the laws should be adjusted to accommodate the specific requirements of the products. [E#1]

5. Taxation
Islamic finance faces several legal obstacles that contribute to its relatively higher operating cost compared to conventional finance. The asset-backed nature of Islamic financial transactions often attracts higher taxes. Interviewees further argued that the absence of specific definitions and terms pertaining to Participation Finance Products and Services in the Banking Act has resulted in various interpretations of participation banks’ activities under Turkish Commercial Codes and The Tax System. Consequently, numerous amendments have been introduced to the existing legislation with the aim of enhancing tax neutrality. In this regard, many interviewees express support for providing fair tax treatment to Participation Financial Institutions (PFIs) for their products and services. RA#2 argued that:
There is no distinction in the taxation treatment between participation banks and conventional banks. [RA#2].

E#3 stated that:

Occasionally, tax issues may emerge within the context of participation banks. In such instances, the relevant adjustments and arrangements are typically made by public institutions and the relevant regulatory bodies, including the MTF. [E#3]

SP#3 indicated that:

Previously, there have been calls for tax reductions in the interest of fairness. If participation banks and conventional banks operate under equal tax conditions, there should be no tax-related issues. The Banking and Insurance Transactions Tax is not differentiated for participation banks compared to conventional banks. In the event that participation banks face a higher tax burden than conventional banks, addressing the matter with the MTF can lead to a swift resolution. [SP#3]

RA#1 argued:

No tax issues… In cases where over-taxation occurs, the MTF will take appropriate measures to deduct the excess tax amount. [RA#1]

An interesting facet of the findings from the interviews related to taxation shows that the existing tax system has resulted in Participation Financial Institutions (PFIs) imitating conventional financial products to circumvent additional tax burdens. Interviews have revealed that the tax system is primarily tailored for conventional banks. However, due to the trade-oriented nature of their operations, PFIs are better suited to be classified as commercial companies rather than finance companies. Consequently, a heated debate has ensued regarding whether regulatory bodies should treat the taxation of PFIs as that of a finance company or a trading company. Taxation thus emerges as one of the most intricate challenges in the realm of regulations and standards for PFIs. For example, M#1 stated that:

The alignment between banking law and commercial law is apparent, yet both face challenges primarily related to taxation. The specific issue arises in relation to value-added tax (VAT), which poses difficulties due to the nature of transactions based on buying and selling. To address this problem, financing invoice has been employed as a workaround, although even this practice faces reservations from Shari’ah scholars. The government maintains a stringent approach to taxation, yet notable deficiencies exist in tax regulations specifically tailored to Participation Banks. [M#1]
SP#3 recognised the role of the taxation statement saying:

In the past, taxes were paid on two separate sales transactions. However, currently, it appears that customers are perceiving their purchases from the bank are exempted from value-added tax (VAT) payments. As a result, the similarity between the products offered by banks and those obtained by customers has become more pronounced. This convergence in taxation has played a role in shaping the resemblance between the products. [SP#3]

RA#1 addressed this dilemma by opining that:

Participation Banks express their preference to maintain their banking status while engaging in trading activities, yet they request that this trading aspect not to be categorised as conventional trade. On the other hand, the MTF acknowledges that while conventional banks provide financing, participation banks indeed engage in trading. The MTF offers its support, indicating that if participation banks define themselves as commercial establishments, it will facilitate the reduction of their costs by adjusting the value-added tax (VAT) accordingly. [RA#1]

SP#2 addressed that the taxation system inhibits business practices, stating that:

At present, taxation does not have a detrimental impact. However, when conducting real Murabaha transactions, additional tax costs may arise. The Murabaha standard encourages genuine trading, which can be challenging to achieve in practice. Those involved in developing the standard sometimes overlook taxation issues and fail to address the sector’s temporary solutions. [SP#2]

M#2 also addressed the tax issue, saying:

Significant challenges persist in the area of taxation. The absence of specific provisions regarding taxation for Participation Banking Mechanisms in the Tax Law, Commercial Code, and Law of Obligations leads to the application of taxes based on the most similar products available. This poses a considerable issue, as products like Wakalah are perceived as derivative products, despite their distinct nature. Tax laws in Turkey are consistently regulated with a focus on the conventional banking system, leaving Participation Banks to grapple with finding solutions to these taxation problems. Furthermore, the acceptance of products such as financial leasing and Musharakah as legitimate Participation Bank products has faced hurdles, exacerbating the taxation issues encountered. [M#2]
Three interviewees (RA#3, RA#2, E#1) highlighted Turkey’s position as a prominent global hub for the Islamic Finance Industry, it is crucial to introduce enhanced tax incentives that foster the growth of the sector. Recognising the rising demand for skilled professionals in the IFSI, tax relief measures can be implemented for Participation Finance Studies accredited by regulatory bodies at local institutions of higher education. Additionally, providing tax incentives for the issuance of Islamic securities, establishment of Islamic funds, and development of Takaful companies can accelerate the progress of Islamic Capital Markets (ICMs) and the Takaful sector, both of which are still in their nascent stages of development. Such tax incentives would promote the advancement of the IFSI and bolster Turkey’s standing as a global centre for Islamic finance. RA#3 stated that:

In a bid to facilitate companies’ access to finance and mitigate their financial burdens, the Capital Markets Board (CMB) introduced a significant 50% reduction in registration fees for capital market instrument issuances, including Sukuk, in 2016. [RA#3]

RA#2 spoke about incentives, stating that:

In order to provide support for participation banks, it is essential to establish specific incentives. For instance, participation banks could be granted incentives related to branch opening fees. Moreover, allowing zakat contributions to be tax deductible would be beneficial. To address the human resource requirements, reducing the tax burden on training costs for personnel would prove advantageous. These targeted incentives would contribute to the growth and development of participation banks in a more favourable and supportive environment. [RA#2]

E#1, focused on incentives through the tax system, stating that:

In order to pursue the strategic growth objectives of Islamic capital markets, it is imperative to introduce tax incentives. The provision of certain incentives has already been initiated. [E#1]

6. Hierarchy of Norms
While the existing literature on Islamic financial regulations does not extensively delve into the significance of normative hierarchies, our primary findings from interviews indicate that weak or absent connections among the constitution, acts, communiques, decrees, and regulations pertaining to Participation Financial Institutions (PFIs) give rise to substantial legal obstacles. Although regulatory bodies may issue communiques and regulations for PFIs, they may not align with the superior norms. This disparity between participation finance regulations, communiques, and superior norms can result in notable challenges
concerning the enforceability of standards and regulations for PFIs. RA#2 stated that:

The development of standards necessitates the establishment of robust legislative infrastructures. Laws should be in alignment with the constitution, while regulations must adhere to the laws. Overlooking this hierarchical structure of norms and issuing regulations without a solid legal foundation leads to regulations with weak legal infrastructures. When questioned about the basis of such regulations, responses like “I did it and it happened” do not suffice, as the law does not operate in such a manner. [RA#2]

SP#2 also stated that:

The laws in Turkey are fundamentally incongruent with the principles and practices of participation banking. Although some sub-legislation and regulations exist to address Participation Financial Institutions (PFIs) and their operations, the absence of corresponding provisions in the actual laws leads to legislative conflicts. This restrictive situation hampers regulatory bodies when attempting to develop relevant regulations and standards. Instances arise where certain practices are mandated by regulations, yet prohibited by law, resulting in a regulatory framework that is internally contradictory. [SP#2]

E#2 spoke to the need for specific legislation, stating:

Participation Financial Institutions (PFIs) have not been governed by specific legislation thus far. The integration of participation finance into the legal framework is a novel experience for the industry. This process presents additional challenges as it has the potential to conflict with the existing laws. Therefore, it requires careful and comprehensive handling to ensure that any conflicts are addressed, and a harmonious legal framework is established. [E#2]

7. A Specific Act for Participation Finance

There is a growing body of literature on how the absence of specific legislation dedicated to Islamic finance industry has led to stagnation of the industry in different countries. The absence of dedicated legislation for Islamic finance

is frequently linked to increased costs\textsuperscript{44}, Shari’ah non-compliance risks\textsuperscript{45}, and overall impediments to the sustainability of IFIs.\textsuperscript{46} Our interview findings reinforce this notion, highlighting the challenges faced by PFIs due to an Islamic finance framework functions within the framework of conventional finance. Issues such as non-compliance with Islamic principles, imitation of conventional financial products, and the lack of a normative hierarchy pose significant obstacles for PFIs. Consequently, the development of a specific act governing Participation Finance becomes crucial for the continuous growth and advancement of the industry in Turkey. M\#2 stated:

Participation banking is currently defined within the existing banking law as a pragmatic approach to accommodate the unique requirements of Islamic financial practices, which lack in a direct equivalent in current legislation. To address this disparity and provide a more suitable legal framework, it becomes imperative to take a step forward, such as enacting the Participation Finance Law. [M\#2]

Emphasizing how specific legislation is necessary, SP\#3 stated:

Certain standards and regulations in Islamic finance contradict provisions outline in the Law of Obligations and the Commercial Law. For instance, the presence of late payment interest contradicts the principle of interest-free transactions. Unfortunately, the power to amend these conflicting provisions is limited. To address this issue comprehensively, it is crucial to introduce corrections at the intersections of various legal fields where Islamic law intersects with civil law. Furthermore, it is essential to establish separate legislation specifically tailored to banking and insurance, recognizing their unique characteristics. While the capital markets sector allows for more flexibility and may require minor adjustments, other areas require a more focused and dedicated approach to ensure legal coherence and compliance with Islamic principles. [SP\#3]

RA\#2 likewise called for legislative action, stating that:

In this proposed legislation, we strongly emphasise the expeditious implementation of regulations pertaining to Islamic finance, capital markets, and investment funds. [RA\#2]

\textsuperscript{44} Ahmad and Hassan, “Legal and Regulatory Issues of Islamic Finance in Australia.”

\textsuperscript{45} Mustapha, Kunhibava, and Muneeza, “Legal and Shari’ah Non-Compliance Risks.”

\textsuperscript{46} Ahmed, Mohamad, and Kashi, “Does an Islamic Finance Industry.”
8. Financial Innovation

The existing literature offers substantial evidence regarding the significance of defining the boundaries of Islamic finance standards and regulations to facilitate ongoing innovation within the Islamic financial sector.⁴⁷

Concerning the role of defining limits of regulations and standards on the development of new products, our findings largely confirm those from the existing literature.⁴⁸ Fundamentally, interviewees argued that overregulation and complete standardisation can preclude Islamic financial innovation. However, our findings expand on the existing literature in terms of emphasizing seeking the balance between Shari’ah non-compliance risk and Islamic financial innovation. Otherwise, tax regulations and standards in Islamic finance industry could lead to a loss of credibility for Islamic financial products. M#2 indicated that:

Too centralised and stringent regulations and standards can impede the progress of innovations within the Islamic finance industry. It is crucial to strike a careful balance in order to prevent potential abuses. For instance, while certain banks are able to utilise and enhance products for Tawarruq, others face limitations in doing so. This scenario is observed not only in Malaysia and the Gulf countries but also requires global efforts to establish a balanced approach that fosters growth and consistency in the industry. [M#2]

RA#1 emphasised the need to avoid overregulation, arguing that:

Extremely detailed procedures are neither beneficial nor appropriate in the context of Islamic finance. For example, Participation Insurance can take the form of a joint-stock company or a cooperative. Imposing a singular practice or model as a standard would impede the diversity of Islamic financial practices and hinder innovation within the industry. [RA#1]

---


C. International Standards and Regulations
1. Universally Acceptable Standards and Regulatory Framework
There is a long-standing debate on the necessity and boundaries of unified standards and regulatory framework for Islamic financial industry in the theoretical and empirical literature. There are two key findings concerning the establishment of universally acceptable standards and regulatory frameworks. Firstly, the interviewees consistently expressed the view that regulatory authorities in Turkey should adopt universally accepted standards and regulatory frameworks. By doing so, they can save time and resources, leverage global best practices, address contradictions and inconsistencies prevalent across Islamic financial markets, facilitate greater integration into the global Islamic financial markets, and position Turkey as a prominent hub within the Islamic financial industry. RA#2 discussed steps to enhance the standards for Islamic finance, stating:

Rather than investing efforts in creating independent standards in each country, the development of common standards for accounting, such as IFRS and BASEL, has been considered appropriate. These widely recognised standards ensure consistency and facilitate harmonisation across different jurisdictions, promoting efficiency and effectiveness in the financial industry. [RA#2]

M#2 discussed international standards of foreign owned banks, reiterating:
Foreign-owned Islamic banks operating in Turkey are actively involved in Participation Banking activities and express the need for standards and rules that align with their practices in their home countries. Therefore, it is crucial to make arrangements in accordance with international standards to accommodate the requirements and expectations of these banks. [M#2]

Secondly, interviewees highlighted the importance of establishing unified standards and regulations based on the essential rules and principles of Islamic financial practices that have gained global consensus. This aligns with previous studies conducted by Ahmad et al. and Kok et al. Interviewees emphasised that global standards and regulations should provide the necessary flexibility for Islamic finance, allowing for a diverse range of products that can be

---


tailored to meet the specific needs of each customer. This approach fosters continuous innovation and development within the industry, supporting its long-term growth and sustainability. RA#2 stated:

Minimum standards can be established at the international level; however, countries should have the flexibility to adopt more stringent standards based on their specific requirements. [RA#2]

M#3 addressed differences in Islamic finance interpretation:
Diversity is regarded as a form of richness and mercy in the hadith. With the presence of four sects, variations and differences can arise among them. Therefore, a comprehensive set of core standards becomes essential. As we delve into the specifics, variations in practices may emerge across sects and countries. [M#3]

E#1 commented:
Standardisation can be applied to certain laws and fundamental aspects, but it is crucial to avoid standardisation on controversial points. In certain cases, it may be more beneficial to have less detailed standards, allowing for flexibility and accommodating differing perspectives and practices within the Islamic financial industry. [E#1]

The case for a framework was echoed by RA#1:
While it is feasible to establish standards that outline the general framework, achieving complete standardisation is not realistic. [RA#1]

Another challenge that arises when each jurisdiction has its own regulations is the potential for regulatory arbitrage.\(^{51}\) Our interview findings support this notion and demonstrate that the growth of international transactions exposes jurisdictions to subpar Islamic financial instruments from regions with limited or no regulation in this sector. To address this issue, it is crucial for the internationalisation of Islamic financial markets to adopt universal, harmonised, and rigorous regulatory requirements. Such measures would promote consistency, transparency, and investor confidence across jurisdictions, mitigating the risks associated with regulatory arbitrage.

M#2 addressed regulatory arbitrage, stating:
The presence of diverse regulations and standards for Islamic finance across different countries can give rise to situations known as regulatory arbitrage and potentially elevate certain risks within the sector. [M#2]

\(^{51}\) Ahmed, Mohamad, and Kashi, “Does an Islamic Finance Industry.”
Fourth, we find that market participants generally express support for participation of prominent international financial regulators like the AAOIFI, the IFSB, and the IIFM in reforming the fundamental regulatory framework of the Islamic financial system. It is worth noting that while there are some criticisms of these international regulators, the interviewees frequently commend their ongoing efforts in advancing the development of the Islamic financial system. Overall, there is consensus on the advantages of having a consistent and core international regulatory framework, although complete uniformity does not receive strong support. E#2 expressed approval for the role of international financial regulators, stating that:

The international standards should be given primary consideration, and subsequent adjustments can be made accordingly. [E#2]

Likewise, RA#2 recognised the competency of international financial organizations, saying that:

AAOIFI is a very important institution. AAOIFI has more than 60 standards. We have three or four standards yet. We are still in the stage of infancy. [RA#2]

This sentiment was echoed in SP#1s argument that:

AAOIFI standards have been translated. While it is beneficial to translate and utilise these works, it would be premature to hastily imitate AAOIFI standards without thorough consideration. Each issue requires a separate standard, and it is worthwhile to engage in comprehensive discussions regarding their applicability and relevance. [SP#1]

RA#1 also stated that:

The implementation of certain IFSB standards by other countries poses challenges. In the initial stages, a few countries take the lead, adopting Malaysian standards as a foundation, and subsequent developments are based on these standards. The essence of accounting and reporting in AAOIFI is commendable, with timeless and unchanging principles. However, there is a need to update the technical infrastructure and presentation methods, as they are currently outdated and require revision. [RA#1]

2. Mandatory vs. Voluntary Unified Standards and Regulations
Many participants expressed concerns during the interviews that unified standards and regulations for IFIs should be adopted voluntarily rather than through mandatory implementation. The argument put forth is that mandatory implementation can potentially aggravate constitutional, social, and
political issues. Based on our findings, it is suggested that unified standards and regulations, characterised by soft law, would offer flexibility for states to regulate complex and sensitive matters. Over time, these standards and regulations can evolve into binding principles and norms incorporated into national laws. RA#2 expressed caution, stating:

Two approaches can be considered for the implementation of international standards in countries. The first approach is the direct adoption of these standards as regulations. However, due to cultural differences, varying interpretations of Islamic law, and constitutional considerations, the second approach is often deemed more suitable. Under this approach, supervisory and regulatory institutions in our country would develop their own standards and regulations, while taking into account international standards as a reference. This approach allows for customization and adaptation to the specific needs and legal framework of the country while still aligning with global best practices. [RA#2]

SP#1 also supported the voluntary adoption of international standards, stating:

It is beneficial to have a global standard that is widely accepted, but mandatory standards can pose challenges in terms of political, social, and legal contexts. Nonetheless, as a general principle, having a common standard at a certain level worldwide is advantageous. [SP#1]

E#3 similarly argued that:

We also need to adhere to the legislation in Turkey, which has its own rules within the framework of Islamic law. Considering the unique regulatory environment and legal framework in Turkey, the development of Islamic financial standards in the country presents its own challenges and will naturally differ from other countries. [E#3]

The arguments emphasised the voluntary implementation of unified standards and regulations, while also highlighting the importance of developing a uniquely Turkish model of Islamic financial regulation. Interviewees suggest that the development of unique regulatory practices in a country can, not only enhance the local Islamic financial industry, but also contribute to the improvement of global standards. M#3 stated that:

AAOIFI standards are seen as credible. PBAT also has standards specific to Turkey and it is a country-specific standard. If there is to be a standard for the world, it is necessary to determine the basic principles and leave the rest to the countries. [M#3]
Likewise, M#2 argued that:

We are not proficient enough in presenting ourselves and lobbying to international institutions. We might develop the Turkey model for Shari’ah standards, but it is important to effectively communicate and explain their ourselves to others. [M#2]

SP#3 expressed similar reservations, stating that:

I observed a significant influence of AAOIFI standards on the Standards of PBAT’s CAB. Moreover, they also incorporate similar standards from the OIC Fiqh Academy and Shari’ah Advisory Council in Malaysia. [SP#3]

3. Compatibility of Global Conventional Financial Standards

Regarding the compatibility and feasibility of global conventional financial standards for IFIs, the responses of the interviewees provided valuable insights. Firstly, the interviewees argued that despite the unique characteristics of Islamic finance, PFIs and conventional financial institutions fulfil similar roles by offering products with comparable functions in financial markets. It is noteworthy that PFIs are also integrated into conventional financial markets. As a result, regulatory bodies and PFIs can derive benefits from adopting global conventional financial standards. SP#1 argued that:

It is advisable to adopt international conventional financial standards as a reference. The capital adequacy ratio is also significant for Islamic financial institutions. Let us carefully consider these rules and make improvements where necessary. [SP#1]

Similarly, M#1 stated that:

As participation banks, while there are undoubtedly significant differences in our applications and products compared to conventional banks, we are still part of the banking system and can be exposed to similar risks as the sector. Therefore, adhering to Basel standards will be advantageous for the sector. [M#1]

RA#2 also addressed this integration, pointing out that:

The correct and appropriate customs and practices of the pre-Islamic period continued after the advent of Islam. Similarly, it would be incorrect to reject all applications in the conventional financial system. We should be able to apply the correct and appropriate decisions in the conventional system for Islamic financial institutions as well. [RA#2].

Developed countries predominantly exert influence in shaping international financial standards. It is crucial to enhance the representation and influence of
Muslim countries, some which are developing countries, in global financial standard-setting. Voices of developing countries in global financial standard-setting can be strengthened by expanding and strengthening the institutional channels of consultation, and by fostering collaboration among developing countries’ regulators. According to the interviewees (M#2, RA#1), certain adjustments to international financial regulations can be considered sufficient in addressing the regulatory requirements of the Islamic financial industry. If there is a desire to influence the standards and guidelines set by international financial regulators, it is crucial for national and international Islamic financial regulators to play a pivotal role in communication and active involvement, with the aim of accommodating a global regulatory framework for the Islamic financial system. M#2 stated that:

The successful management of international Islamic financial standard-setting institutions also contributes to the publication of Islamic financial industry-specific standards by conventional financial standard-setting institutions. For example, the representation of all Islamic banks by the IFSB has enabled some favourable steps to be taken in favour of Participation banks in Basel. One such example is the inclusion of Sukuk in the concept of High-Quality Liquid Assets (HQLA). In terms of liquidity management and ratios, the implementation of the Basel framework posed challenges for participation banks, as they had to maintain high levels of cash. However, with the inclusion of Sukuk in HQLA, participation banks found it easier to achieve healthy liquidity ratios. [M#2]

RA#1 also called for more participation from Muslim countries that can add to the existing framework, arguing:

After examining conventional practices, certain changes are made to ensure Shari’ah compliance, giving rise to Islamic financial institutions. The essence of Islamic financial practices is derived from conventional financial institutions. Two approaches can be adopted: a supplementary approach and a complementary approach. Under the supplementary approach, additional policies and rules can be added to ensure Shari’ah compliance, while the remaining rules outlined in the IFRS can be followed. [RA#1]

Likewise, M#1 stated:

If Turkey wants to become a leader in the Islamic financial industry, it should align itself with global standards and engage with global players,
rather than pursuing a distinct “Turkey Model” that diverges from the rest of the world. [M#1]

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we have examined the issues and challenges related to Islamic financial regulations in Turkey. To achieve this objective, we have employed a qualitative approach and conducted semi-structured interviews with Shari’ah scholars, Islamic financial experts, managers, and regulatory authorities. Our findings provide evidence that the Participation Finance Industry (PFI) in Turkey still faces various issues and constraints within the legal and regulatory framework, governance, and international standards and regulations. Therefore, there is room for improvement in the Islamic financial regulations and standards in Turkey.

Based on our findings, we present a set of policy recommendations aimed at enhancing the legal framework and regulations governing the PFI. First, it is crucial to establish comprehensive and distinct legislation specifically for the Participation financial industry. This legislation should cover appropriate Participation financial products, accounting entries, and taxation, ensuring that applicable communiqués, laws, and standards are in line with superior norms. Furthermore, the enactment of new legislation for Participation finance will help prevent conventional financial product mimicry and reduce Shari’ah non-compliance risks. Secondly, the boundaries of standards and regulations need to be defined carefully to avoid excessively stringent regulations that could stifle financial innovation within the Participation financial industry. It is important to strike a balance between regulation and innovation.

Third, regulatory governance is of utmost importance. Role clarity, organisational structure, transparency, and independence of financial regulatory bodies, as well as their engagement with stakeholders and decision-making procedures, play a critical role in the development of robust Islamic financial regulations. Fourth, unified standards and regulations based on fundamental Islamic rules and principles are essential for the global integration of the Islamic finance industry and to prevent regulatory arbitrage. Fifth, the implementation of unified standards should be voluntary, allowing for a gradual accommodation of these standards into national regulations and laws, taking into consideration macroeconomic, social, cultural, and political factors.

This study provides valuable insights for countries aspiring to establish themselves as hubs for the Islamic financial industry, emphasizing the need to develop robust regulatory and legislative frameworks. In both developing and developed countries, the regulatory and legal framework for the Islamic
financial industry is still in its early stages. However, the importance of Islamic financial regulation cannot be overstated, as it establishes a framework that ensures adherence to Sharia principles, promotes transparency, ethical conduct, financial stability, and instills investor confidence in the industry.
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